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ARTICLE

Embracing austerity? An ethnographic perspective on
the Latvian public’s acceptance of austerity politics
Liene Ozoliņa

Department of Sociology, London School of Economics and Political Science, London, UK

ABSTRACT
Latvian austerity policy following the 2008 economic crisis has been touted as
a success story by some and critiqued as a socially costly experiment by others. It
has remained a puzzle, however, how such harsh socio-economy policies were
possible without causing sustained popular protests. Drawing on ethnographic
research at an unemployment office in Riga in the aftermath of the crisis, this article
considers austerity as a political and moral phenomenon. I argue that welfare
policies played an important role in disciplining the parts of the population most
adversely affected by the crisis by framing post-crisis precarity as a matter of
individual responsibility. Furthermore, this disciplining worked because it was under-
pinned by a particular moral discourse that I call ‘a discourse of freedom.’ Thus, this
historically and culturally-shaped moral economy helped not only secure the imple-
mentation of post-crisis austerity in a way that yielded little sustained public resis-
tance but also helped legitimate it.

KEYWORDS Austerity; political ethnography; activation; workfare; moral economy; moral individualism;
neoliberalism; Latvia

Introduction: reframing austerity

Latvian austerity policy, as a strategy for coping with the 2008 economic crisis, has been
touted as a success story by some and critiqued as a socially costly experiment by others.
It has remained a puzzle how it was possible to implement such harsh socio-economy
without major popular protests. As the economy contracted by 25% over a period of just
two years, between 2008 and 2010, the brunt of this was born by ordinary Latvians. Yet,
while thousands regularly filled Syntagma Square in Greece to denounce the ‘Troika’1 and
their own government for its austeritymeasures, Latvians appeared to accept their lot and
even re-elected the austerity government. As Sommers and Woolfson (2014, 10) write,

Internal devaluation was largely accomplished without any major long-term opposition. Even
though there were protests both big in size and intense in character by trade unions and other
groups such as farmers, pensioners and students early on in the crisis, there was little sustained
social unrest or concerted public opposition to the government’s austerity programs.2

Social scientists have proposed a number of explanations for this popular acquies-
cence to austerity. Firstly, some economists have attributed it to the extraordinary
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‘maturity’ of the Latvian public (see Sommers and Hudson 2011). According to this
interpretation, Latvians were exemplary ‘rational actors’ willing to endure short-term
economic difficulties in exchange for a revived national economic competitiveness in
the long term. Secondly, the lack of resistance has been ascribed by others to the
Latvian population being passive and unable to organize (Ījabs 2017). Scholars have
noted the weakness of trade unions and labor representation in the Baltics since the
1990s (Woolfson 2007). While there is certainly merit to this argument, it rests on an
implicit comparison with ‘stronger’ civil societies elsewhere (presumably in the West)
and explains the Latvian public’s reaction through an absence (rather than identifying
the kinds of dynamics that were at work). Thirdly, analysts emphasize emigration
(Sommers and Woolfson 2014, 10; Weisbrot and Ray 2011). It has been estimated
that around 80,000 people, or 3.7% of the population, emigrated between 2009 and
2011 alone (Hazans 2012). Emigration certainly played a role in managing the ten-
sions. To point out the obvious, however, not everyone emigrated, despite the Latvian
joke that the last person leaving should turn the lights off at the airport. While
emigration eased the burden on the labor market, those who stayed still suffered
major socio-economic losses. The unemployment level rose to 20.7% at its peak in the
first quarter of 2010 and remained in double digits until 2014. Public sector workers
saw their salaries cut by up to a third. While global attention was fixed on the massive
foreclosures of mortgaged homes in the US, banks were foreclosing people’s homes in
Latvia at an unprecedented rate as well (Sassen 2016, 48–50). Finally, the tensions
between ethnic Latvians and ethnic Russians arguably played a role in fragmenting
society thus undermining its ability to resist the unfavorable austerity measures
(Sommers and Woolfson 2014, 10). Despite these various hypotheses, however, little
qualitative research exists on the Latvian public’s reaction to austerity.

This article aims to address this puzzle – why there was so little sustained public
resistance to such radical austerity politics in Latvia – from a sociological perspective.
I draw upon ethnographic fieldwork conducted between 2011 and 2012 at the Riga
unemployment office. Ethnography provides a vantage point from which to examine
social policies that targeted those who were arguably most severely affected by the crisis
and the ensuing austerity, i.e. people who had lost their jobs in the aftermath of the crisis.
It also gives an insight into their reactions to these policies and to the precarity brought
about by the crisis. I use this ethnographic lens to reframe austerity in two key ways.
Rather than considering it as an exclusively economic phenomenon, we need to under-
stand austerity as a political and amoral phenomenon. Such a reframing opens up a way
of understanding the lack of sustained resistance in a way that goes beyond arguments
focused on individuals’material interests, i.e. moving beyond a view of the Latvian public
as either supporting the economic policies that constituted internal devaluation and
austerity (the argument about the public’s extraordinary ‘maturity’) or protesting against
infringement upon their material interests by leaving (the argument about large-scale
emigration). Considering austerity as a political phenomenon allows us to recognize the
state as a key actor. Following Pierre Bourdieu, I understand the state as a multi-layered
cluster of institutions of rule that ‘incarnates itself simultaneously in objectivity, in the
form of specific organisational structures and mechanisms, and in subjectivity in the form
of mental structures and categories of perception and thought’ (Bourdieu 1994, 3–4). The
social policies targeting the unemployed are one form of state action producing both
objective and subjective effects upon social reality. If we recognize austerity as a moral
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phenomenon, we can become attuned to the ‘values and affects’ that underpin it or, in
other words, its moral economy (Fassin 2015, 8–10).

Drawing on this ethnographically informed perspective on austerity, this article will
argue that welfare policies played an important role in disciplining the parts of the
population most adversely affected by the crisis by framing precarity as a matter of
individual responsibility. Furthermore, this disciplining worked because it was under-
pinned by a particular moral discourse that I call ‘a discourse of freedom.’ This key
discursive frame, which has been present in Latvia since the late 1980s/early 1990s
independence movement, turned coping with austerity into a moral issue. Thus, this
historically and culturally shaped moral economy helped not only secure the imple-
mentation of post-crisis austerity in a way that yielded little sustained public resistance
but also helped legitimate it.

After a brief outline of my methodological approach, the rest of this article situates the
analysis of the Latvian case within broader social science literature on the socio-political
functions of the neoliberal welfare state andgives a brief overview of the two largest welfare
programs in the post-crisis years. I then provide an ethnographic perspective on the
everyday implementation of one of these programs and onmy unemployment informants’
perceptions of this program, to show how a particular moral economy was at work.

Methodology and data

My analysis draws on a political ethnography of an unemployment office, conducted
in Latvia between September 2011 and April 2012, and during a follow-up field trip in
December 2013. Political ethnography as a methodological approach allows for focus-
ing on mundane encounters between state representatives and citizens within the
context of the everyday implementation of state policies. It also allows for the
examination of policy programs as a particular ‘genre’ of state practice, through
which ‘narratives and knowledge of the state,’ but also models of ‘personhood,’ are
being ‘circulated’ (Hansen and Stepputat 2001, 8–9). Studies in this tradition thus
show how mundane practices, such as encounters in bureaucratic settings between
citizens and state agents, play a key role in producing both ‘the citizen’ and ‘the state’
(Gupta 1995; Baiocchi and Connor 2008; Schatz 2009; Auyero 2012; Thelen, Vetters,
and von Benda-Beckmann 2017). Furthermore, the ethnographic approach throws
light on the ways in which state-citizen interactions are shaped not only by policy
rationales but also by moral frameworks (Fassin 2015).

My fieldwork took place during the aftermath of the crisis and I had the opportu-
nity to closely observe the forms of social assistance that were offered to people out of
work. My interest was both in policy design as well as in the everyday practices
through which these policies were implemented (Haney 2002). The central site of
the ethnography was the Riga branch of the State Employment Agency, one of the
government agencies directly involved in working with the social group most affected
by the crisis – people out of work. It is thus one of the institutions that was involved in
‘the government of the precarious’ (Fassin 2015, 3), i.e. a site where we can observe
specific actions of the state targeting the group that was potentially volatile and prone
to protest. The ethnographic fieldwork encompassed a number of research methods.
Participant observation of one of the largest programs for the unemployed, called
Competitiveness-Raising Activities, constituted a key part of the fieldwork.3 Semi-
structured qualitative interviews were conducted with twenty-four unemployed
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people as well as trainers implementing the program and policy experts.4 Finally,
participant observations and interviews were complemented with analysis of policy
documents and media sources.

Welfare as a form of discipline: a theoretical framework

There is a long sociological tradition of analyzing the welfare state through its social
functions of control and discipline. A classic study by Frances Fox Piven and Cloward
(1971, 3–7) showed how social assistance policies were expanded in times of eco-
nomic downturn to acquiesce the affected parts of the population. This expansion
allowed for the containment of possible or emerging protests and other forms of civil
disorder. When economic growth returned, and the labor market was expanding,
social policies were scaled back to force people into work. Since the 1970s, the control
element that Piven and Cloward identified has intensified. Disciplinary social policies
have been exposed in sociological and anthropological literature as a key element of
the contemporary neoliberal state (Wacquant 2009, 2012; Hyatt 2011; Soss, Fording,
and Schram 2011). With the rise of the neoliberal state in the US and western Europe
since the 1970s, Loic Wacquant contends, there has been a shift ‘from protective
welfare, granted categorically as a matter of right, to corrective workfare, under which
social assistance is made conditional upon submission to flexible employment and
entails specific behavioral mandates (training, testing, job search, and work even for
subpoverty wages.’ As a result, ‘social support [is turned] into a vector of discipline’
(Wacquant 2012, 72; see also Peck 2001; Goode and Maskovsky 2001; Kingfisher 2002).

In the European Union, parallel large-scale reconfigurations of the welfare state have
seen the rise of ‘activation’ – or active labor market – policies (Adkins 2012, 634; van Den
Berg 2016). This development in the European welfare model has meant ‘mov[ing] its
focus from offering a safety-net to offering incentives to enhance labourmarket participa-
tion and much more conditional access to welfare rights’ (Arts and van Den Berg 2018, 2).
In the UK, several strands of scholarship have focused on the changing state-citizen
relationship in neoliberalism and the role that welfare policy reforms have played in this
respect. ‘Responsibilizing’ and ‘activating’ citizens – i.e. ‘transforming citizens from passive
recipients of state assistance into active self-sustaining individuals’ (Clarke 2005, 448) – has
been a key governmental strategy (see also Rose 1996; Dwyer 2000). Activation policies in
the UK often involve programs that are labelled as ‘work preparation,’which include work
placements in exchange for benefits, as well as training for being ‘psychologically pre-
pared’ for future employment (Friedli and Stearn 2015, 42). In the Netherlands, ‘activation’
policies have targeted minorities, which are seen as ‘lagging behind’ and in need of
integration into the time-space of Western modernity (van Den Berg 2016, 21). As
activation has been extended to the unemployed, it ‘focuses on teaching citizens to
accept their precarious position, to embrace it and to prepare for its continuation while
remaining optimistic about its discontinuation’ (Arts and van Den Berg 2018, 2).

Critical social science literature regards such workfare, or activation, policies as proble-
matic for a number of reasons. Firstly, they curtail or deny social rights that were formerly
granted to citizens, making these rights now conditional on engagement in activation
programs (Wacquant 2009, 2012; Adkins 2012; Greer and Symon 2014, 12, 29; Mazouz
2015, 251). Secondly, they impose ‘labor market discipline’ on the unemployed and
workers alike and are thus likely to worsen precarity (Greer 2016, 162; Greer and Symon
2014, 4–5; Wiggan 2015). Thirdly, such programs individualize the responsibility for
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unemployment and for precarity by framing it as a lack of ‘activity’ on behalf of the
jobseeker (van Den Berg and O’Neill 2017, 5; van Den Berg 2016; Friedli and Stearn 2015,
45). Finally, they often contain a punitive element, imposing sanctions, such as losing
unemployment benefits, for failing to comply with administrative requirements (Greer
and Symon 2014, 12; Friedli and Stearn 2015, 41–45).

As these arguments show, the disciplinary effects go beyond the social control
dimension to which Piven and Cloward initially pointed. In addition to ensuring that
a volatile social group has some basic means of subsistence in a period of economic
downturn to prevent social unrest, social policies have also symbolic effects. They are
a ‘cultural engine and fount of social demarcations, public norms, and moral emotions’
(Wacquant 2009, xviii).5 Wacquant speaks of workfare and other social policies as
ensuring ‘cultural capture and behavioral control of marginal populations’ and argues
that ‘[m]oralizing individualism’ plays a key role in such cultural capture (2009, xix, 20).
In the same vein, Javier Auyero contends in his study of welfare offices in Argentina
that interactions in such spaces socialize ‘citizens to expectations of government
services and a place in the political community’ and ‘teach political lessons contribut-
ing to future political expectations’ (Auyero 2012, 7). Similar moral disciplining has
been noted in the European context when scholars speak of activation policies as
‘authoriz[ing] the extension of state-sanctioned surveillance to psychological charac-
teristics’ (Friedli and Stearn 2015, 43) and thus ‘teaching citizens ways of being and
doing’ (Arts and van Den Berg 2018, 2).

French sociologist Didier Fassin has recently provided a broader theorization of this
moral dimension of the contemporary welfare state. Fassin takes Judith Butler’s
argument – that ‘we are both subjected and subjectivized by the institutions, notably
by the most visible of them: the state’ – and goes on to say that “state institutions
‘produce subjects (in the fullest sense of the term) who obey rules and norms all the
while being constituted by them’ (Fassin 2015, 7). They do so by creating classifica-
tions and norms but also by ‘implement[ing] values and affects, judgments and
sentiments’ (8). Fassin uses the term ‘moral economy’ to denote ‘how values and
affects are produced, circulate, and are appropriated around a given situation that
society construes as a problem: immigration, asylum, crime, punishment, etc.’ (x). This
term – moral economy – thus allows, firstly, to recognize how the political and moral
dimension of welfare policies are intertwined and, secondly, to situate this moral labor
within the historical and cultural context of the society in question.

Latvian activation policies in the aftermath of the crisis

Situated in an old neighborhood of Riga just east of the main bus station and the busy
central market, the unemployment office building was surrounded by a mix of early
twentieth century apartment blocks with ornate but dilapidated facades, low-rise
wooden houses, and churches of Russian Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Lutheran
denominations on almost every street. Unlike the churches, the unemployment office
was not a place that provided much hope in the long winter of 2011–12 when I was
conducting my fieldwork there. At the time, about 16% of the population were out of
work and the economy was only just starting to recover from the 2008–10 slump.
Arriving one morning, I noticed that someone, in a spurt of ill-fitting optimism, had
installed a whiteboard on three legs in the corridor facing the entrance door. It was
greeting visitors with words ‘There are currently 1,500 vacancies in Riga!’ As the
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exclamation mark was indicating, this was meant to serve as an encouraging message.
After all, as I had heard several trainers who worked with jobseekers repeat, ‘You only
need one job!’ This was an optimistic framing in a situation when there were between
3,000 to 4,000 vacancies in the entire country, while the number of the unemployed
was fluctuating between 130,000 and 160,000 (Latvian Ministry of Welfare 2011b;
Latvian State Employment Agency 2011). The labor market had shrunk significantly
since the economic crisis hit. In May 2009, compared to May 2008, the number of
vacancies had fallen by 81% (Paparde 2011). There were 920,000 workplaces in the
Latvian economy before the crisis and this number fell by over 150,000 as a result of
the crisis and the austerity that followed (Ošlejs 2012).

As the unemployment level soared, many came to register at the unemployment
office to receive some cash support. Front-desk civil servants, however, often explained
to people registering that this was not the place for claiming benefits; instead, it was
a place to receive help with looking for work. They were correct in the sense that it was
a different government agency that calculated and issued the cash benefit (although
registering at the unemployment office was one of the preconditions for receiving this
benefit). They emphasized that being registered as a jobseeker would mean not simply
being a passive receiver of benefits but actively engaging in various forms of work while
looking for paid employment. As I often heard civil servants say, it was ‘a full-time job’ to
be unemployed. Apart from searching and applying for vacancies, this ‘full-time job’
included participating in various activation programs.

The largest number of participants in the post-crisis years were involved in two
programs. These programs were important in the aftermath of the crisis because they
engaged a significant share of people who were most adversely affected by the crisis
and austerity. The first of these, ‘Work Practice with a Stipend,’ provided basic means
of subsistence for the most precarious part of the population – the long-term unem-
ployed. Participation in this ‘hundred-latters’ program, as it was colloquially called,
provided a monthly stipend of 100 lats in exchange for manual labor for one’s local
municipality.6 The program was introduced in 2009 upon recommendations from the
World Bank, in order to provide a ‘social safety net’ for those most vulnerable during
the post-crisis years. Up to November 2011, 123,000 unemployed people had partici-
pated in this program; most of them were between 45 and 54 years old, with
vocational or primary school education (Paparde 2011).7 Overall during the years
2008–13, 180,300 unemployed people were involved in what the government termed
‘socially useful labor’ (LETA 2014).

The World Bank experts argued that this program prevented the increase of poverty in
Latvia and kept people from emigrating (Azam, Ferre, and Ajwad 2012). Local experts
similarly claimed that it ‘was a key part of the social safety net, lessened social tensions
and provided support to the part of society that was most affected by the crisis’ (Paparde
2011). Yet, the participants did not receive this financial support as a social right but rather
had to work for it, receiving a sum below minimum wage (Lāce 2012, 156). In a situation
when the share of households saying that they had ‘great difficulty in making ends meet’
rose from 13% in 2008 to 24% in 2010/11 as a direct result of the shrinking labor market
and the overwhelming austerity measures (Hazans 2012), this was, for many, the only way
to secure basic income. This program essentially served the role of unemployment benefit
and the Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI) in terms of the support that it provided as
neither of these existing benefits were readily accessible to most people out of work in
Latvia. The share of people who were out of work but not covered by unemployment
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benefits had jumped from 48% in 2008 to 76% in 2011 (Hazans 2012, 3).8 Furthermore,
only 14.75% of the population received the GMI or another social assistance from their
municipality in the same year (Re:Baltica 2012). Such provision of welfare assistance in
exchange for mandatory work is a key feature of disciplinary workfare (Wacquant 2009;
Auyero 2012, 7).

The second, main large-scale social program for jobseekers in the aftermath of the
crisis was called ‘Competitiveness-Raising Activities.’ The rationale of the program, as
described by a policy document from the Latvian Ministry of Welfare, aimed at people
out of work ‘learning job search skills, [receiving] psychological support, and learning
the basic skills and abilities necessary for the labor market’ (Latvian Ministry of Welfare
2011a, 22). The program consisted of one to four day seminars on topics ranging from
learning ‘how to actively search for a job’ to writing business proposals and ‘increasing
emotional intelligence.’ In 2010, about 59,000 people were involved in this program,
which was roughly a third of all registered job-seekers in the country. In 2011, the
figure was 52,000, while in 2012 it grew to 66,000 (Latvian Employment Agency 2015).
There were two main categories of these seminars. The first aimed at improving
jobseekers’ ‘social and civic skills,’ ‘raising self-confidence,’ and ‘becoming aware of
one’s individuality.’ There were also seminars on ‘skills of working in times of change,’
‘solving conflicts,’ and ‘interactional skill development.’ All of these topics were taught
by psychologists. The second main group of seminars aimed at developing ‘self-
initiative and entrepreneurship’ skills and covered the basics of starting a business,
writing a business plan, and doing basic accounting. The ‘competitiveness-raising’
program reflected the key characteristics of activation programs described above: it
emphasized individual responsibility over one’s wellbeing, framed one’s success in the
labor market in terms of one’s ‘competitiveness’ (as the program title denotes),
interpreted unemployment support as help with getting back to work rather than as
a social right in a situation of need, and linked receiving benefits to engaging in
activation programs (once signed up, one risked losing the benefits if failing to
participate in a seminar). I now turn to the ethnographic data obtained during
a participant observation of the ‘competitiveness-raising’ program to show in more
detail how the seminars worked as a form of moral disciplining.

Competitiveness-raising as a form of moral disciplining

‘Smart people say that one always needs a business plan first, in order to start
a business. Is that so?’ Sarmīte opened the seminar on writing business plans with
this question to her audience. There was a murmur of ‘yesses’ in response to her
question. ‘But I, being the fool that I am, say that’s not what’s always needed first!
What is necessary in order to start it all is a dream,’ she said. Sarmīte then wrote the
word ‘dream’ on the whiteboard. She continued, ‘The first thing we need to learn is to
dream! . . . Let’s begin walking the childhood road again, let’s begin dreaming!’ This
seminar on writing business plans was one of the most popular in terms of attendance
numbers and Sarmīte was one of the most in-demand trainers for delivering it. As
there were not enough rooms for running these seminars at the unemployment office
itself, while the number of unemployed had grown rapidly, many of the seminars took
place in various other locations scattered across Riga. This time we were in
a classroom that was part of a driving school. The walls were covered with road
signs of all types and a big whiteboard hung on the front wall of the room. The room,
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as I had observed on other occasions, was again crammed to capacity; extra chairs
were brought in from adjacent rooms to accommodate everybody. There were over
twenty women and one man in the audience. The size of the group was always
officially capped at the number matching the seats in the room but people often
came to Sarmīte’s seminars without signing up. Her goal, as she put it to me later in an
interview, was to enable people to secure their own well-being, rather than relying on
help from the state. Sarmīte liked to tell the jobseekers that the word ‘crisis’ meant
‘change’ in Chinese and change in life was a ‘positive’ thing. Having lost a job, Sarmīte
insisted, was ‘an opportunity’ to finally become in charge of one’s own welfare rather
than being dependent on others – whether an employer or the state.

Continuing the seminar, Sarmīte explained to her audience how she had been
running several businesses since the early 1990s and how her success had depended
on her ability to dream. She was a self-taught entrepreneur who had changed her
career from being a teacher during the 1980s to founding a number of NGOs and
businesses in the 1990s and 2000s. Pacing the narrow isles between the desks and
speaking in a manner that reminded me of a preacher, she insisted that her audience
needed to learn to dream as well. One of the exercises that followed was asking
everyone to ‘visualize’ what they were dreaming of and writing down on a piece of
paper a ‘seven-year strategic plan’ for getting there. She reasoned,

You need to know now where you’re going to be in seven years. . . . It was easier in the Soviet
times, wasn’t it? You were born, you graduated from high school, from university, got a job at
the factory, then retired and had grandchildren. Now things have changed. So, before you write
a business plan, you need to develop a strategic plan, what will be and how it will be. Some
people say that in this country you never know what will happen [mūsu valstī nekad neko nevar
zināt]. But that’s not the point. . . . Make use of the privileges of being unemployed! Who says
we have a shitty state?! We’re living in a Shangri-La! [Mēs dzīvojam Leiputrijā!].

As exemplified by this vignette, unemployment was routinely discussed as a problem
of insufficient activity on behalf of the jobseeker. Similar to the seminar above,
I witnessed other trainers’ attempts to empower their audiences by insisting that
the main obstacles were their lack of ‘action’ (rīcība) or ‘will’ (griba). Jobseekers were
encouraged that by working on ‘the barriers in one’s head’ they could improve their
lot. Various psychological exercises were regularly used in the seminars to increase
‘assertiveness’ and ‘self-confidence’ – qualities that were presented as lacking in the
jobseekers and as essential for finding new employment. Often the experience of
unemployment was individualized in the seminars as ‘emotional stress.’ In one of the
seminars we practiced breathing exercises as a coping mechanism with this stress.9

While the juxtaposition of ‘activity’ and ‘passivity’ is also common across activation
programs in West European countries (e.g. van Den Berg 2016, 26), it held particular
rhetorical power in the post-Soviet context. As the quote above illustrates, the trainers
often invoked the Soviet past to draw a sharper contrast between ‘outdated mentality’
and ‘ways of thinking’ and ones suited for the present. In a different seminar, one of them
joked about ‘a drunkard uncle Vanya’ in the Soviet kolkhoz, the collective farm, who did
not have to worry about missing a few days of work driving his tractor. The moral of the
story was that the labor market was muchmore competitive these days. Another mocked
a hypothetical Soviet factory where pens were produced. When there was no demand for
the pens, the solution was to build an extra warehouse for storing them, rather than
change production practices. The contrast was set up in a way that presented the Soviet
reality as absurd and grotesque, as well as somehow ‘non-Latvian’ (Vanya was
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a stereotypical Russian name). The contemporary economy was, by implication, rational.
Unemployment and precarity were routinely presented in the seminars as a ‘normal’
aspect of the supply and demand dynamics of a capitalist economy.

The trainers I got to know during the fieldwork were themselves on precarious
temporary contracts with the State Employment Agency and their life stories revealed
their own experiences of coping and making ends meet in the market democracy.
They empathized with their audiences and saw their work as a meaningful way of
helping people in crisis. They offered their support, however, in a language of
individual resilience, thus (re)producing a particular moral economy of austerity. As
Friedli and Stearn argue with regard to activation programs in the UK, such ‘psychol-
ogy (and “therapy discourse” more generally) coproduces and validates the core
mythologies of neoliberalism, while simultaneously undermining and eroding alter-
native discourses – of solidarity, collective, and interdependence’ (2015, 42). The
‘competitiveness-raising’ program worked as a form of ‘moral mobilization,’ as the
trainers and the civil servants ‘mobilize[d] values of good and bad, right and wrong,
true and false’ (Fassin 2015, 256). The use of the comparisons with ‘the Soviet thinking’
presented certain values and attitudes as more appropriate than others. The psycho-
logical exercises and entrepreneurship classes targeted the jobseekers’ ‘ways of being
and doing’ (Arts and van Den Berg 2018, 2). Furthermore, the individualizing rhetoric
legitimated austerity by re-framing what was ultimately a socio-political and economic
issue – the economic crash with its various structural causes and the government’s
handling of it – as a moral issue and a matter of personal failure.

Jobseekers’ perspectives and the Latvian ‘discourse of freedom’

The individualizing discourse of the seminars was echoed in many of the informal chats
and formal interviews I had with the people I met at these seminars. My informants spoke
of their experiences at these training sessions as inspiring, describing them as ‘a shot of
energy’ or ‘a dose of positivism.’ Speaking of Sarmīte, Žanete, an unemployed vocational
teacher, toldme: ‘She steered us all in such a positive way: “You can do it all, you are lucky
that you are here! Look, those who are walking there outside are not as lucky!” . . . “They
are thinking, ”How to get out of that job,“ but you already got out of it!” She reallymade us
think this way and we were really happy people those four days!’ Žanete had to leave her
workplace of 23 years because the school was being closed as part of vocational educa-
tion restructuring, itself one of the government’s strategies for reducing budgetary
expenses. She was divorced and was the sole provider for her teenage son and daughter
who attended university. To make ends meet, she was considering starting a small
business out of her bedroom to craft souvenirs for tourists. Žanete said she loved working
as a teacher and found it hard to imagine how to live without her job. At the same time,
she repeatedly insisted that losing the job had been the right thing to happen:

I turn 50 this year. I guess life has really given me a chance to look around, to stop. Because all
these years I have been working non-stop, I had no time to pause. And now I have stopped,
I have been given an opportunity to look at everything and decide what I want and what I do
not want. . . . Because I had indeed been working in the same field and it got a bit old, I thought
I knew already so much, it got old somehow. All the time sewing, sewing, yes . . . it was
exhausting. Working as a teacher, always double shifts, so that there would be money for the
family, that’s why I perhaps got tired of it a little bit. . . . Perhaps this time has really been given
to me in order to change something.
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As this excerpt demonstrates, Žanete made sense of her job loss in reference to her
need to re-evaluate her life. She spoke of life itself giving her the opportunity to do so.
Similarly, Svetlana, a former emergency nurse in her fifties, sought to rationalize losing
her job as a ‘normal’ part of contemporary life, echoing the seminar rhetoric:

I guess it was not common in the Russian times to run from one job to another but actually, as
they were now explaining to us in those lectures [the “competitiveness-raising” seminars], you
work for five years in one place and then you can safely change your work place. Now it’s
a different time, you can change again, find out something new for yourself, discover some-
thing new in yourself.

Svetlana told me that she was surviving on her mother’s retirement benefit while
looking for a new job. She spoke at length about her work as a nurse and how
much she missed it. Her situation hardly matched the optimistic framing that she
applied to it. Yet, she did not challenge or resist the framing of unemployment as
a ‘normal’ part of life and an opportunity to ‘discover something new in yourself.’
The contrast she drew with ‘the Russian times’ [i.e. the Soviet period] points to
a link between recognizing that ‘the Russian times’ are over and accepting the
contemporary precarity.

Consider the narrative of Aivars, a man in his forties with a serious demeanor,
whom I had met at a four-day seminar on improving communication skills. He had
recently lost a well-paid job at a government agency for overseeing road construction.
In our first conversation, Aivars was critical of the government’s handling of the crisis.
He had hoped to take a vocational training course and was upset about the shortage
of places available despite having been an obedient taxpayer:

If there is somebody who has not paid any taxes at all and there are such people among us, he
is in the same category as I am. [He is] number 9,001 in the queue [for the courses] while I am
the 9,000th. Well, that’s a totally nihilistic attitude from the state towards the private [indivi-
dual] . . . and yet they want that person, having received such an attitude [from the state], to
[pay taxes] . . . he is going to be a fool if he keeps paying those taxes to get nothing in return!
There is no differentiation in place. And that’s why people, in the 1990s had a [good] attitude
towards the state, well, at the beginning, when the state was founded, a few thousand went to
demonstrations, they were hoping for something. [They were hoping] for a [positive] attitude
from the state and were ready to give a lot themselves, some perhaps even their whole heart
and soul. But when you get nihilistic [treatment] once, then twice, and it does not change over
the years, then . . . that love of the state [valsts mīlestība] dissipates for many. That’s why many
are leaving the country [aizbrauc no valsts]!

Aivars compared Latvian social policies to the ones in Denmark, analyzing in detail the
benefits of the Danish ‘flexicurity’ system. Yet, in a further interview about a month
later, his narrative shifted. Aivars started telling me about being ‘at a turning point’
and needing to ‘re-evaluate’ his life. Poetically, he compared his thoughts to ‘wild
horses, running in all directions’ and pondered that,

To get things in order in the material world, you need to be a shepherd of your thoughts.
Through those thoughts, everything else gets in order. Lately I have clearly understood that the
world, the way it forms around me and those people that enter my life, it all depends directly
on myself.

He showed me a book he had been reading, Vaccination against Stress: Or Psycho-
Energetic Aikido by Valerii Sinelnikov, a Russian psychologist and homeopath who had
gained popularity in many former Soviet countries through his self-help books. Aivars
had become acquainted with Sinelnikov’s books when staying in hospital after badly
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straining a muscle in his leg. After reading and reflecting for several months, he had
come to believe that not only this minor trauma but also other difficulties in his life,
primarily the recent job loss, was largely his own fault. He said to me:

I created it myself. I was in a psychological state that . . . was not good for me. . . . Well, that was
the beginning of it all and now the loss of the job as well . . . [Pause] Well . . . It says it really well
here [in the book] that for both the material wellbeing and losing it, it all depends on one’s
thoughts. If the person is afraid, let’s say, to lose a job, he starts having monetary difficulties, he
becomes more fearful and unsettled. And that’s what he then gets. . . . Negative thoughts grow
where there is the right soil for them. If a person is upset, angry, bitter, sullen, then that’s where
the bad thoughts spring up about the state being bad, society not delivering in this respect or
that . . . All the time it’s somebody’s fault.

Aivars was interpreting his own job loss and current difficulties of finding new
employment as the result of his personal shortcomings.

While the ‘competitiveness-raising’ program shared central features of similar activa-
tion policies in other national contexts, as discussed above, my informants’ engagement
with its individualizing rhetoric was a key difference. In the UK, studies show that
jobseekers are often highly critical of such programs. Friedli and Stearn cite people’s
experiences of activation measures as ‘humiliating and pointless’ (2015, 45) and describe
a movement called ‘Boycott Workfare,’ formed in the UK in 2010 by people who have
undergone similar psychological training or unpaid work placements (see also Greer
2016). There are studies documenting forms of resistance to such programs in Germany
(Greer 2016, 168–69) and the US (Reese 2011). By comparison, I encountered hardly any
similar criticism directed at either the form of help the unemployed were being offered
(self-work instead of benefits as the social right of a citizen), or the broader socio-
economic context which made finding a new job especially difficult. On the contrary,
rather than mobilizing to protest or claim their social rights, my Latvian informants were
investing their energy into various forms of self-improvement work, both at the unem-
ployment office and on their own. The job loss and the precarity were treated as a moral
and ethical problem that required the right kind of response and action on behalf of the
individual, rather than as a consequence of the economic crisis and austerity measures.

When my informants engaged in a more critical discourse, it was also often cast in
moral terms. In the quote above, Aivars spoke of the state having betrayed people’s
‘love’ towards it and lamented about ‘the state’s attitude’ towards the people. The
crisis and austerity were testing an affective bond that existed between ‘the state’ and
‘the people,’ his narrative suggested. Another of my informants, Silva, kept repeating
that ‘the state was not thinking’ [valsts nedomā], using a similar personalized way of
criticizing the government’s actions. ‘The state is not thinking’ or ‘the state has
forgotten about the people’ were common tropes in Latvian public discourse at the
time (see e.g. Eglitis and Lace 2009, 342).10 The particularity of this moral critique of
the state that I encountered in the Latvian case can be brought into sharper relief
when comparing it to a moral framing that Susana Narotzky has recorded in the case
of Spain after the 2008 crisis. Analyzing the Spanish public’s reaction to post-2008
austerity, Narotzky (2016) argues that there has been a shift in the public discourse
from a political economy framework to a moral economy one. The Spanish people in
Narotzky’s study used a language of ‘dignity’ and ‘decency’ to formulate their claims
on the state. Narotzky (2016) argues that ‘the understanding of inequality in terms of
injustice traps most people within a moral rather than a politico-economic framework
for mobilization, one which is not predicated on class, that is, on the awareness of the
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structural positions within the unequal ownership of the means to reproduce
a livelihood.’ Such a moral economy framing, according to Narotzky, ultimately wea-
kened the resistance to austerity in Spain. Similarly, the form of critique that was
directed at ‘the state’ in Latvia mobilized moral categories and values, rather than an
economic or class vocabulary. While my informants were perceiving the injustices and
inequalities, there was no readily available language within which to express these.

This absence of a political economy framework in Latvia needs to be understood
within the broader context of the absence of a critical discourse on neoliberalism and
class. As sociologist Daina Stukuls Eglitis writes, ‘in the period of economic dislocation and
stratification that has followed the end of communism, there has been a circumscribed
legitimate vocabulary with which to speak critically about class’ (Eglitis 2011, 424). The
language of class has been delegitimated to various degrees across the entire former
socialist space since the collapse of the Soviet Union (Patico 2008; Salmeniemmi 2012; Ost
2015). Yet, the Baltic case was more extreme due to the rejection of the Soviet past and
the nationalist mobilization of the late 1980s–early 1990s (Eglitis 2002, 2011).
Furthermore, the decline of a critical discourse on socio-economic and political injustices
in Latvia has been accompanied since the 1990s by the rise of the discourse of moral
individualism. This is evidenced in the work of anthropologist Vieda Skultans, who has
traced the shifts in ordinary Latvians’ narratives of suffering. Skultans’ first study, con-
ducted in the 1990s, focused on the narratives of patients diagnosed with neurasthenia.
She showed how people at the time interpreted their suffering and illness as linked to ‘the
injustices of [their] lives’ and thus as ‘a public and political issue’ (1995, 15, 16). Skultans
(1998) informants often tied their own suffering to the destiny of Latvia during the years of
the Soviet occupation, as the Soviet power was a clear ‘Other’ that could be blamed for
one’s suffering. A decade later, Skultans (2007, 28–29) writes: ‘In the Baltic states we find
that the dominant narratives of suffering have changed rapidly,’ as ‘the advent of amarket
economy in Latvia has made prominent the idea of the self-propelled individual, both in
economic and health discourses.’ While neurasthenia, a common psychiatric diagnosis
during the Soviet times and in the early 1990s, ‘was linked to a shared past,’ depression,
the diagnosis which has come to replace it, ‘is represented as a disorder that bears little
relationship to the circumstances of life’ and thus ‘consolidate[s] a sense of individual
failure’ (39–45).

This moral individualism, therefore, is not an isolated discourse, present only in
activation policies for jobseekers, but rather one that is embedded in the broader
moral economy of post-Soviet neoliberalism. As Fassin has also noted, ‘forms of moral
mobilization’ that are present in state-citizen encounters at welfare offices and other
institutional spaces ‘always echo the values and sentiments prevalent within the
public realm and political discourse and interact with the practices of these agents’
(2015, 256). The activation rhetoric resonated with my Latvian informants because it fit
with this broader moral frame that I call the Latvian ‘discourse of freedom.’ As the
post-1991 Latvian state project was conceived as a dismantling of the Soviet social,
political, and economic structures (Eglitis 2002), this nationalist narrative coupled
together ideas of political sovereignty, market economy, and personal freedom. The
economic precariousness was treated in the public discourse as a sacrifice that was
worth making (as exemplified by the popular 1990s saying ‘we are free, even if only in
pastalas [simple rustic shoes, i.e. a symbol of poverty]’). As a result, ‘local manifesta-
tions of neoliberalism have not been subject to contestation in the mainstream, as
they have been in some Central European states’ (Eglitis 2011, 427). Recently, the
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former Latvian president Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga commented that the ‘demographic
costs’ that Latvia has experienced have been ‘the price to pay for freedom.’11 The
suffering and precarity is legitimized by this post-1991 ‘discourse of freedom.’

Conclusion: the political and moral economy of Latvian austerity

My contention in this article has been that by combining our attention to the political and
moral dimensions of post-2008 austerity, we can gain a more nuanced perspective as to
why it could be implemented without sustained social resistance. Considered from
a sociological perspective, the lack of protests against the harsh austerity measures
becomes less of a puzzle, yet the explanation has little to do with the Latvians being
exceptionally ‘mature’ rational agents. As I have shown, a historically shaped moral
economy sustained the political economy of Latvian austerity. The (re)production and
circulation of values of moral individualism and responsibility was a key function of the
social policies that were implemented in the aftermath of the crisis. I am not claiming that
it was an intentional state policy to appease the most adversely affected social groups
(although the ‘hundred-latters’ program was explicitly devised with this goal). For the
material and symbolic effects of state welfare policies to be real, they do not need to be
designed with some uniform conspiratorial intention (Wacquant 2009). The key forms of
support that were available to the most vulnerable parts of the population functioned as
forms of moral disciplining that helped demobilize any potential collective resistance.

Considered in this broader sense, the Latvian case of austerity also challenges
dominant theories of neoliberalism as a top-down, global, or state-sponsored dis-
course that the poor and the ordinary masses are subjected to and that they seek to
resist in one way or another. While Wacquant (2009, 20) argues, for example, that
neoliberalism is about submitting ‘a society . . . to the joint empire of the commodity
form and moralizing individualism,’ such an interpretation does not recognize how the
moral economy that sustains it is not necessarily, or simply, ‘imposed’ from above. The
way that joblessness and austerity was framed as a moral issue by my informants
reveals how neoliberal economic projects – such as austerity – can be enabled by
historically and culturally shaped moral economies. It was not a case of passive public
or weak civil society unable to organize and resist. Rather, it was a case of one’s ‘tools
of freedom becom[ing] sources of indignity’ (Sennett and Cobb 1972, 30), of being
trapped in one’s own ‘discourse of freedom.’

Notes

1. I.e. the decision-making group that was formed to assess EU member states’ bailout requests,
consisting of the European Commission (EC), the European Central Bank (ECB) and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).

2. There was one mass protest in Riga on 13 January 2009, at the beginning of the crisis, which
was estimated to be the largest mass protest since the early 1990s. This remained, however, an
isolated episode that was harshly suppressed by the government. Sixty-three individuals were
subsequently put on trial for various minor offences, such as throwing stones at the windows of
the Parliament building. The role of this violent suppression and criminalization of the protest
in squelching any further protests merits further investigation. I thank the anonymous reviewer
of this paper for drawing my attention to this point.

3. From October 2011 to April 2012, I attended seminars almost every week, for many weeks, four
or five days in a row. Over the course of the fieldwork, I sought to take part in a range of
different seminars by different trainers, in order to become familiar with the variety of topics
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and training approaches they employed. Due to the large number of parallel seminars, how-
ever, I had to be selective, favoring the most popular ones in terms of attendance numbers.
This was also an opportunity to get to know several of the most popular trainers more closely
by speaking with them informally before and after the seminars. Additionally, I gained an
overview of those seminars I could not attend by studying the written outlines that trainers had
submitted to the head office of the Employment Agency. In addition to observing the imple-
mentation of this particular policy program, I also spent two or three four-hour sessions every
week during October and November 2011 observing the registration process at the Riga
branch office. In the waiting room, sitting next to a front desk civil servant that handed out
queue numbers, I observed the interactions around the initial document check and listened to
how people presented their circumstances and claims. In the registration room, my focus was
on the scripted encounters between the civil servants who registered the jobseekers and their
‘clients.’ These observations also gave me an insight into the organization of temporal and
spatial practices at the unemployment office. In addition to my time at the Riga branch office,
I occasionally visited the head office of the State Employment Agency. One civil servant at the
head office, responsible for the ‘Competitiveness-Raising Activities’ program nationwide,
became a key informant whom I met with regularly over the course of the fieldwork and had
the opportunity to assist with conducting the selection process for the trainers’ annual tender.
This allowed a further insight into the planning and implementation of the welfare programs
for the unemployed. Field notes were taken throughout the entire period of fieldwork, during
or right after each stint of observation, following the established practice of ethnographic
research (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995). These field notes provided a key source of data for
the analysis to follow.

4. Seven of the informants were interviewed three or more times over the course of the fieldwork
period, to follow their experience of unemployment. I interviewed four of the trainers, both
during the original fieldwork period and during a follow-up fieldwork trip in December 2013. To
situate the welfare reforms historically and politically, fifteen interviews were conducted with
several former directors and other top-level civil servants of the Employment Agency, former
and current policy makers at the Ministry of Welfare, welfare policy analysts, and a former
minister of employment affairs. All of the interviews were electronically recorded upon the
agreement of the interviewees and subsequently transcribed.

5. Similarly, Lynne Haney (2002, 8) has analyzed how state welfare programs have both
a redistributive function as well as interpretive functions in post-socialist Hungary.

6. One hundred lats (LVL) were equal to about £120 or €140 at the time.
7. In 2011, the program was reformed, cutting the maximum period of participation from six to

four months and reducing the monthly payment to 80 lats.
8. Such large numbers of people were not eligible for unemployment benefit because they had

not made regular social security contributions prior to being unemployed. Either they had not
worked or had been employed in the shadow economy. According to one study, the size of the
shadow economy in Latvia was 30.2% in 2011. Since 2012, the figure has fluctuated around
20% (Putniņš and Sauka 2017).

9. I provide more ethnographic data on the activation rhetoric of these seminars in
Ozoliņa-Fitzgerald (2016).

10. I explore this moral and affective discourse about the state in more detail in Ozoliņa (2019).
11. Speech at the European Reconstruction and Development Bank, 27 March 2018, London.
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